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About This Content

Wargame: Red Dragon is back with a free and brand new 10v10 map: Russian Roulette

The Russian Roulette map features an innovative circular level design that has armies intertwined at the start, rather than facing
each other. With six twin deployment zones available at the edges of the map, Russian Roulette alternates and provides each

side with three, allowing them to directly flank one another right from the beginning.

Secure the flanks while moving towards the center to take hold of the command zones, or choose to regroup, thus leaving easy
points & reinforcement zones to the enemy.

Setting a few records for the Wargame: Red Dragon franchise, Russian Roulette features the largest playable area ever designed
for the game, allowing large-scale maneuvers. It’s also the map with the highest density of fields and gameplay elements ever

made, leaving ample room for ambushes and sneak tactics.

Do you dare play Russian Roulette?
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It is a shame they use the name "Deus Ex" for such a garbage.
The game is boring, repetitive and the only goal is to spend money. And don't even try to find a story.
Compared to this, Invisible War and The Fall were great games o_O. this game is very cute and fun. i love the idea of raising
something and caring for it, depending on the choices you make regarding your gryphon it will change its personality and the
ending which cool. the characters are all amazing except for that one keeper >.>. its a little short for me but is definitely worth it
as are all their other games. i hope they make a sequal to this or something ^.^. Bad physics, bad graphics, glitchy.. Only about
an hour in, but looks promising.

Only one map - however various tower positioning options and upgrades to keep you interested.

Will update review later.. It is a very soothing game, much love.. This is a typical standard japanese erotic visual novel.

Art Style:
The art style is good. Characters are well drawn in a standard japanese anime style.

Story:
While it picks up some interesting ideas at the start, it does nothing with it. The story is boring as hell. The characters are all
broken girls, everyone beeing a personfied clichee. They act strange and irrational like in many japanese VN. The stories
become boring pretty fast and you will start clicking to heaps of uninteresting texts without reading it because it is dumb,
shallow and uninteresting. Maybe as a japanese you'd disagree, but as a westerner I find it hard to believe that anyone findes the
story engaging, funny or enthralling.

Choices:
This is the worst part to me. You basically have very few choices and it takes you really quite the time to arrive at the first few
choices. And those choices are not real decissions or dialogs, they are basically nothing more then "I pick this girl" or "I pick
that girl". They are just disapointing.

All in all its just a crapton of japanese clichees, burried in walls of senseless text and dialog in a boring story that is not worth
being told at all.
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8/10 Very nice controls and ship variety. Controls are tight and feel good, WASD and arrow keys can be used to control your
ship. You basically construct a vessel and equip it with weapons to attack other players and AI in online combat. Many types of
ships can be seen such as laser sniping ships, speedy interceptors, tanky frigates, and many more. However there are very few
players online which can make for a lackluster session and max level can be reached very quickly,within 4-6 hours. I would
recommend that the developers add larger ship types and maps so you can battle in massive capital ships rather than fights..
Great little game! Not long but what is there is fun, and it'll run on pretty much anything..... This game is one huge, unfinished
bug.

- at certain zooms levels left-clicks don't work, keep zooming in and out until they do
- sometimes left-clicking move confirmation deselects unit
- sometimes left-click does random things - as if you clicked somewhere else
- I am getting achievements for things I haven't done
- my ally AI uses negative cards against me
- no tutorial, manual doesn't explain anything beyond what you can figure out from the interface
- enemy AI (on novice level) gets the artifact card every 1-2 turns, I never got even one
- battles are completely unclear, dice are thrown with symbols of unknown meaning, sometimes ships shoot sometimes not, their
shields\/hull sometimes decreases sometimes not, one ship at some point explodes
- if ally has ships at your planet, you cannot move your ships from there... seems the AI cannot move their ships either.... I was
enjoying this game until i made a big mistake invading france, so i reloaded the game from a previous save point, which broke
the game. When ending my turn the game would crash.

i cannot recommend until this bug is fixed.

UPDATE:

This problem was fixed the same day i posted this. Big thanks to developers, i can now continue my previous game..
quot;Hello..."

"Hello..."

"Farts"

"He he he"

"Follow me"

"Okay..."

Childhood restored. It has Romans, Who doesn't like a game with Romans?!. I would not say that this is one of the better
CYOAs I have played. Whiles its true that the story is indeed long enough to feel like you actually read something, it just doesnt
pull you in. Its filled with ALOT of time wasting things that could have been done alot faster and let you move on to more
interesting stuff. Instead id say at least 2\/3rds of the game are spent being trapped, watched, hounded and manipulated in such a
way that you as the character never really get to make any decisions other than, how to get away \/ do anything without getting
caught, killed, crushed etc etc.
Character developer for the MC is pretty involved sort of..... for some reason you get to choose what your outfit looks like, with
an incredible amount of options, but you have no idea what your eye color or hair color is. Are you tall short fat skinny? Who
knows, but you will have lovely clothes to get ruined over and over again.
Character development for the companions is equally off, you get to know alot about what they do and what they are capable of,
you even get to choose how they develop some of their skill, but you will get next to no development relationshipwise with
them. You only get a somewhat sketchy background history thats casually brought up here and there but never really explained
(Id give examples but I hate spoilering) and romance can be attempted but never happens. Everytime you try to get even a
moment alone with them the game purposely ruins it. Your not even allowed to get to know them casually, as the game keeps
you seperated from both potential partners as a matter of course, only allowing you to interact with them when the actions flying
and you want them to do something. As soon as things calm down, your split apart again. For those interested the two love
interests are set characters, one male, one female, nothing selectable \/ choosable about them at all.
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All in all i think this could have been an excellent game\/story if the writer had taken time to allow the MC to get to know
themself and those around them better. Even better yet if the MC was not constantly going from being handicapped and forced
to do next to nothing but what they were allowed, to being constantly chased and running from the boogie men.
To sum it all up there's little choice in this CYOA, and what choice there is doesnt leave the player feeling rewarded or excited.
I spent most of the time just wishing i could finally get out of this place, or away from that threat.
Buy only if like me you've read pretty much everything available atm and are willing to hope the Next Part turns out better.
Avoid if your new to these kind of games, as there are alot better ones to try first.
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